WANTED

Dallas Winston

For Acts of:
  • public drunkenness
  • acts of vandalism
  • public nuisance
  • underage drinking
  • stealing
  • carrying a concealed weapon

Physical Description: He has long, blond greasy hair, blue eyes, tall and lean. He has high cheek bones and a pointed chin.

Personality Traits: He can turn mean instantly. He likes to boast about having a bad reputation, enjoys gang fights and jumping small kids.

Also known as (AKA): Dally

Positive or negative consequences for these acts include: He has landed himself in jail several times, and this has harden him.

Suspect last seen: He was slashing tires in a vacant lot.

Favorite hangout(s) the vacant lot, rodeos, The Dingo Drive-in, and Jay's Drive-in

If found, please call the fuzz!